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Chapter 1 : How to Choose Your Perfect Art in the Home: For The Kitchen
Meet Laureen. Welcome. I am Laureen, creator of Art and the Kitchen. The recipes I share on my blog are a collection
of good old homestyle cooking to trying my hand at gourmet meals.

Submit here The kitchen is a room often overlooked when it comes to hanging fine art. True, many kitchens
are wide open, but if your space has even one wall even a backsplash , or is self-contained, there are plenty of
opportunities. Not only can artwork bring in color, it can set the mood, and add life and soul to sometimes
sterile environments. For inspiration, have a look at how art, both figurative and abstract, is displayed in these
12 modern kitchens. Photo by Brooke Holm A pair of colorful, collage-like pieces framed in pale wood that
hang above the dark wood shelf brings color upwards on the high white wall. Colors are pulled from the
artwork and used throughout the kitchen, from the green counter stools to the array of dishes stacked on the
stainless steel countertop. The sconce anchors the space on the right, while the abstract artwork in black, navy,
and red, holds the room in on the left. The space has the feel of dining room meets diner, thanks to the chrome
and leather chairs and antique lamp, along with the stainless steel countertop. The art, an array of portraits, is a
quirky finishing touch. The walls may be clad in metal, and the ceiling certainly seems to be. A pair of
botanicals that are framed in wide black wood lean on the counter, while a colorful selection of paintings are
clustered on the far wall. A series of abstract florals lines the top of the range hood, propped against the tan tile
backsplash, again drawing the eye upwards towards the soaring cathedral ceiling. From his extensive art
collection, Arruda chose to hang a dramatic black and white landscape photo in the kitchen on the celadon tile
wall. It makes a striking vignette alongside the mid-century modern clock and magnetic knife strip. Plus, the
simple black frame works well adjacent to the black framed floor-to-ceiling window. The black clock, black
and white photos, and white objects create an artistic atmosphere in his small Manhattan apartment. The
occupant, who moved here after spending five years in Rio, only rents, but has made it her own. Wonder if she
loves bacon? Photo by Max Zambelli A single spot of gold, in the form of a gilded frame around a black and
white still life photograph, adds sparkle and soul to this gray and white minimalist kitchen. Ultimately, its
original midth century bones where uncovered, and a contemporary design created. Photo by Kristofer
Johnsson There may be no better combination for a kitchen than pure white paired with Carrara marble and
matte black fixtures and furnishings. For more kitchens featuring fine art, check out Montage:
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Chapter 2 : Kitchen Art and Kitchen Wall Art at FulcrumGallery
Gallery wall: A gallery wall might be something you think to add to your living room, not your kitchen, but we love how
Mary Lee's Art-Filled Austin Kitchen fills a whole wall with art. Even a small or plain rental kitchen can be transformed
into a beautiful space with a collection of prints, paintings, and photographs.

Sift the flour, baking soda and salt into a bowl. Stir in the bran and raisins. In a separate bowl mix the oil,
sugar and molasses. Add the egg and buttermilk and mix well. Pour the liquid mixture into the dry mixture
and stir until just combined. What a deliciously healthy muffin! Banana Loaf Bread April 24th, Author: An
actual loaf of bread with banana! I have not yet been disappointed with recipes from this book, but they do
take all day to make; though little effort, rising time can sometimes be up to 6 hours. Well, I made the recipe
and I was not disappointed. My home smelled wonderful, and the loaf tasted delicious!! Next step is to give
some to Ryan and see what he thinks about it!! The original recipe calls for dry milk powder, but since is the
culprit of an allergic reaction, I omitted it. Combine all ingredients and whisk until very smooth and airy,
about 2 minutes. Scrape down sides of the bowl and cover with plastic wrap. Flour Mixture and Dough:
Sprinkle over the sponge mix and cover. Allow it to ferment for 1 to 4 hours at room temperature. Add butter
and banana to the dough and mix just until it forms a rough dough. Cover and allow it to rest for 20 minutes.
Sprinkle on the salt and knead the dough for minutes. Form dough into a ball and place in an oiled bowl.
Scrape the dough onto a lightly floured surface and press down to form into a rectangle. Fold the dough into
an envelope shape, twice, and then set it back in the oiled bowl. Let rise for another hour or 2, until doubled.
Shape the dough into a log and place it in an oiled bread pan. Place the bread pan in the oven. Remove the
bread from the oven and set it on a wire rack. Remove the bread from the pan and leave it to cool on a wire
rack for 1 hour. It is an all day ordeal, but with very little effort and a lot of flavor! In Sweden Easter in
celebrated on the eve; the Easter meal is on Saturday evening. I know we live in Sweden and so we should
follow suit, but I really dislike celebrating Easter Sunday on Saturday! With that said, we had a guest over
Saturday night, so this year we ended up having celebrating it on the eve anyway!!! In Brazil the traditional
Easter meal consists of a very typical cod dish: My father, however, always serves lasagna 2 different kinds:
For dessert I made a very popular Brazilian dessert: I ate it with some fresh raspberries and found it heavenly,
but Robert my husband thought it was just fine on its own, and our guest enjoyed it with vanilla ice-cream. I
will post the recipes individually later! I had some blueberries in the freezer that my mother in law picked in
the woods last season, and it was about time I used the lemons in the fridge, what a perfect combo. Plus, he
may taste them in his dinner anyway! Recipe tested and approved! As you can see in the picture above see
more pictures below , I have not added too much icing, I think it takes away from the actual cupcake taste, so I
halved the frosting recipe.
Chapter 3 : The Kitchen: Home
Kitchen Decor can be more than pots, pans, and bowls a fruit. DIY Blogger, Liz Marie shares how art decor, home
decor, all fits in kitchen decor.

Chapter 4 : 12 Inspiring Ways To Hang Art in the Kitchen - Design Milk
Art and the Kitchen. 64, likes Â· 1, talking about this. Hi I'm Laureen - Baker, Blogger, Recipe Maker for Art and the
Kitchen. Check out my blog.

Chapter 5 : The Kitchen: About
Kitchen art, Herb print Set of 8 - Botanical print set, kitchen print set, Apartment decor, Green watercolor art by colorZen
on Etsy. Find this Pin and more on Let's get creative by Alex Somerville.
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Chapter 6 : Art in the Kitchen - A blog about my creations in the kitchen
Art in the Kitchen. 93 likes Â· 1 talking about this. A blog dedicated to adventures in the kitchen!

Chapter 7 : Food Network UK | TV Channel | Easy Recipes, TV Shows and Videos | Food Network UK
One of my favorite things to both make and eat is banana bread; but the name is misleading, as banana bread is more
like a cake than it is a bread - it's called a quick bread, but I think it is neither cake nor bread, it's something in between.

Chapter 8 : The Kitchen - Wikipedia
Kitchen art is a great addition to any room of your home like the kitchen, dining room, or living room. Any piece from the
Kitchen art collection will add a creative and fun element to your home's decor.

Chapter 9 : Art in the Kitchen: Crochet Potholders and Hot Pads
1. Hang art on the walls (if you have the space). This one's a bit of a no-brainer, but if you have a stretch of wall in your
kitchen unoccupied by upper cabinets, this would be a great place to add in some art. The owners of this Paris
apartment, spotted on Trendhome, made room f.
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